
HYDERABAD, 1st DECEMBER, 2018– MENLOPARK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED is pleased 

to announce its collaboration with KAYA INSTRUMENTS.  

 

 

MENLOPARK TECHNOLOGIES have formed a strategic partnership with KAYA INSTRUMENTS, by taking 
up distribution rights of selling and serving the products of KAYA INSTRUMENTS in INDIA.  

ABOUT KAYA INSTRUMENTS: 

KAYA Instruments is a privately held global company which was founded in 2008 by vision 
industryprofessionals. 

It serves a global audience in the machine vision and broadcasting market with proprietary products and 
solutions. The company designs and manufactures internally to ensure the highest quality, inline with 
clients’ highly specific needs. 

 Many of KAYA Instruments’ systems are field-customizable, making them continuously compatible with 
clients’ changing needs. Sophisticated software tools, including rich GUI and featured SDK, integrated 
with industry leading cameras and acquisition systems, allows customers incredible products for a 
reasonable price tag. The company follows strict rules of quality control, for all aspects of design, 
manufacturing, operations and support.  

ABOUT MENLOPARK: 

MENLOPARK is India's leading supplier of Embedded System Software, Firmware and Hardware in India, 
APAC and USA. 

 Menlopark Technologies was born at the nexus of two powerful trends; Embedded Systems, and 
Automotive Electronics evolution. After launching our Embedded Engineering Solutions in 1994 as a part 
of the Embedded Software Development Systems Private Limited family we saw the opportunity, or 



more precisely the need, to provide highly integrated software and hardware solutions that accelerate 
time to market.  

Our one-stop service for embedded systems development encompasses not only RTOS, compilers and 
debuggers, but also various other services, such as design automation, software test automation, 
AUTOSAR and in-vehicle infotainment systems.  

 The strategic partnership with KAYA INSTRUMENTS is to serve the customers and clients across the 
country and to continuously deliver better services to support MACHINE VISION INDUSTRIAL and BROAD 
CASTING INDUSTRIES.  

For more information about MENLOPARK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED 

 Please contact  

Mr.KRISHNA NAUVULURI,  

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER  

kris@menloparktech.com, 

www.menloparktech.com, 

 Contact us on 040- 48549936. 

 


